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This written text with related slide illustrations 
is a unit prepared for audio-visual adaptation and correl-
ation for presentation to fellow art teachers or advanced 
art students of the senior high school level and above. 
The purpose of this text is not to relate to the history 
or the numberous approaches to casting in metal. Rather, 
it is intended as an orientation to the actual fulfillment 
of the lost wax and waste mold process. The full realiza-
tion of casting in metal will then occur when the student 
goes through the process by personal involvement. With ex-
perience and experimentation one can go beyond the context 
of this unit. Formulary and other data have been included 
to further acquaint the novice with the exercise described. 
Metal casting need not be a difficult process. It is 
not an area to be disregarded when supervising capable art 
students in the senior high school. It does however involve 
critical steps toward completion, when one goes beyond 
simple sand casting or lead puddling proces~ea For this 
reason I have provided slide illustrations which are in-
tended to go beyond word of mouth or wri ttem. and ··di~gram­
matical explanation. The illustrations were taken during 
my personal involvement in casting Bronze. Thus some of 
the examples may be larger and more complex than expected 
of high school student artists. However they do serve in 
visually explaining possibilities and problems involved in 
a basic metal easting exercise. Appendix A will give the 
novice a brief visual outline of the process. Appendices 

















;Of a kilil 
·item 
The above diagram and that of Appendix A will serve am 
a.m introductory explanation of this exercise. Cultivating 
an umderstanding of positive and negative space reflected 
light, volume, weight and further knowledge of three dimen-
sional design. is am important prerequisite to such involve-
ment. However it should be assumed that studentm selected 
for this project be proven capable im more rudimentary 
sculptural experiences. They will find metal easting a 
particularly exciting experience, producing forms of great 
strength and of a lasting quality. A wax model is construc-
ted which i8 them surrou:mded by an investmeBt mixture of 
plaster, silica sand and powdered silica (other formulas 
are listed i:m. Appendix D). When dry the imvested .form is 
heated, eliminatimg the original wax model, through the 
processes of steam-out and burm-out. The re5ulta:mt hot 
hollow form is thelil impacted im an earth environment, filled 
with molten metal and allowed to cool. The imvestmemt is 
them brokem away, freeing the solidified metal replica of 
the formed wax model. Excess ductwork amd flashimgs if aJilly 
are cut away. The cast is scrubbed cleam, or im rare in-
stamces samd-blasted. Finally the work is surface colored 
with chemical agemts, emergimg as a ome-of-a-kimd item 
(formulas listed im Appemdix G). 
Before elaborating on the process of metal casting, I 
wish to make mentiom of the maxim - "Safety First". High 
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temperatures are encountered in melting wax1 evaporatimg wax, 
heating the mold and im ha.m.dlimg of molte• metal. Although 
this exercise need mot be more dangerous tha.D. workimg with 
scissors, strict safety preeautioRs must be observed. Use 
of a variety of tools is necessary to finish the cast form. 
The mtudent must present a workimg knowledge of sueh equip-
ment. Whem workimg with hot wax one must be careful :mot to 
let it ove~heat. Water must mever be allowed to mix with 
heating wax. Waxes sueh as paraffin mu5t never be heated 
directly over a flame but rather im a double boiler, per-
mi ttimg imdireet heating. One hamdlimg hot molds or hot 
metal must be elothe4 with asbestos or other heat retarda:mt 
material. Im the ease of power tools, goggles must be worm 
to protect the eyes from debris. Colorimg the final cast 
begims with careful preparation of chemical agent formulas 
by the teacher. Rubber elothiRg is desirable. After prepar-
atiom these will mot be dangerous to ha.m.dle as they will all 
be diluted mineral formulas. Always add aeid to water. The 
reverse process could result in a violent chemical reaetiom. 
Student applieation in all steps must be supervised by a 
qualified instructor. First aid materials must be at hamd 
to cope with the unexpected. 
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(Figure 1) 
Elevem basic steps are iRvolved in this particular 
approach to casting. They are as listed: 
1. Construct Model 
2. Sprue and Vent Model 
3. Debubblize Model 
4. Imvest Model 
5. Burm-out Model 
6. Set Mold im Sru1d or Earth Base 
7. Pour Moltem Metal 
8. Remove Investment, Sprues and Vent$ 
9. Grind and Chase Casting Surface 
10. Fatima (Coloration of the cast form) 
11. Mount o~ Base (Completion of the form) 
For the sake of convenience amd clear explanation, 
we will follow the casting process within the5e gemeral-
ized topic areas. 
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I. Oo•structiom of the Model 
Man.y different waxes are possible for implememtimg 
the constructio~ of the model. Commo• art supply houses 
will usually offer a selection of sculptural waxes. With 
experie~ee o•e might fimd that which presemts properties 
most suitable for his particular needs aD.d deal ia bulk 
with a variety of petroleum. eompan.ies aE.d chemiea.l supply 
houses. Those waxes which have the greatest qualities of 
plasticity, strength amd stability are of course best. 
The model may be formed by carving, drilliRg, filimg, 
grinding am.d/or meltimg the hardest waxes to the desired 
shape. More plastic waxes may be modelled directly at room 
temperature with special effects gained from hot and cold 
water immersions. 
Most a:tJ.y formerly discarded implement may serve as am. 
excellemt wax modeling tool. Old dental spatulas, eatimg 
and maiaieure uteRsilm emd pocket knives are but a few of 
these possibilities. Others may be improvised. A five to 
six i~ch lemgth of heavy wire, planished and polished at 
the top will serve as ala excellemt spatula. A com.mo~ pim 
fixed to a sectiom of doweling, with head clipped or groumd 
away makes am. excellent impleme~t for detail work. Improvise. 
(Figure #2) 
~.,Is 
Represemted are basic preliminary(- a sketchpad an.d 
peneil for recording ideas, modelimg tools and modeling wax. 
Am. electric hot plate or gas supply will serve as a meais of 
warming the wax to desired workable stages. Never heat 
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waxes such as paraffin directly over a flame as they are 
highly combustible. Use of such waxes if mecessary will 
require the use of a double boiler alld u:m.diverted attefitioR. 
As me:m.tio:med previously a variety of casting waxes are 
readily available. Although they are considerably more ex-
pensive thrul paraffin they are worth there price for safety 
reaso:m.s; mam.y of them are relatively -.··nancombusti ble. One 
may prepare his own wax from a wide selectio:m of sculptor$~: 
amd dentists• formulas, but the procedures are very time com-
sum.img, requiring much spaee and are impractical i:m. supplying 
the :meeds of a sizable ~umber of students. 
A wax model is taking f.orm i:m. this example, eo:nstrueted 
of thin strips of plastic wax. Providing thin sheets of 
wax to facilitate this particular approach is a simple pro-
cess. By plaei:mg a damp cloth or p~per OE. a ridged tray or 
similar flat surface, bulk hot wax can be poured to amy de-
sired thickness. Whe:m. cooled a.md solidified, the.sheet of 
wax is easily removed. This procedure is particularly de-
sirable i:m. supplying workable supplies of plastic wax to 
students as desired quantities are easily tor:m. away from the 
sheet a:m.d worked into other shapes. It is best to note whem 
construeting the model that area$ of less than one-quarter 
i:m.ch and more tha.E. one inch in thicbaess are most likely to 
encoumter difficulty in the casting process. Mold passages 
after bur:m.-out that are too narrow are most likely to e:m.-
courage the molten metal to freeze or solidify before filli:m.g 
all desired areas. Those passages that are too thick will 
show evide:mce of metal shri:m.kage when the molteR material 
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cools amd solidifies. 
(Figure 3) 
A completed wax model is ready for sprueimg after ome 
is eertai~ that a~y appe•dages are adequately fused to the 
mai• body. This is ofte~ facilitated by brushing liquid 
wax to the joi~s. 
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II. Sprue and VeBt Model 
A series of three examples will serve to illustrate 
the actual process of sprueing a~d ve~ting the model (according 
to:~·part;i.cµ1.ar:c dema:nd.) Sprues are constructed wax ehamnels 
through which molten metal may eventually reach all areas of 
the imteRded cast form, followimg the burm-out phase. Sim-
ilarly vents are wax passageways which will eventually serve 
to elimimate otherwise trapped gases during the pouring of 
molte:a. metal. 
(Figure 4) 
As this is a relatively large and complex form., approxi-
mately ten inehes high, smaller projects have beeR added 
doubling as auxiliary sprues. Thus matters have beeJl sim-
plified i11 that three rnodels will be east from one iRvestmemt 
or mold. 
(Figure 5) 
This unit is prepared as if it were two individual pro-
jects. The contaimer portion is separated from the figura-
tive lid by a trunkated sprue. As a number of thi» areas are 
prese~t, auxiliary sprues are required to i~sure molte~ metal 
will flow throughout the assembly. 0111.e can over sprue but 
his-cha.Rees of a:m. incomplete east are fewer. 00111.sideration. 
must be givem though that these pliable wax chaJtnels will 
eventually be transformed iRto inflexible metal. As they will 
have to be saWl!3. away, thought must be give111. to their posi-
tio111.img to facilitate their re~oval after casting. 
(Figure 6) 
This model has a thick volume for its base. It must be 
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Gomstructed of thim sheets of wax am.d the hollow filled with 
investment becoming a core. Pims will be iRserted into the 
core through the wax, emabliug it to be supported by the outer 
imvestmemt omee the wax is eliminated im burn-out. As men-
tioned earlier, if this 1ower volume were cast im a solid 
mass eonsiderable eomtractiom of the metal upon eoolimg would 
result in a distorted forra.. 
The completed wax assembly is next weighed. A previously 
determined ratio of wax to metal will then be applied when 
preparing for the metal melt. For example a normal equi-
valent of aluminum would be three times as heavy as the wax. 
The ratio of wax to bronze is 1:10. 
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III. Debubblize Model 
(Figure 7) 
A thorough coating of co~~ercial debubblizer or greeR 
soap is brushed onto the wax assembly to eliminate any sur-
face oils that may resist investment applicatiom. Wax areas 
that would not permit imvestment to hold would result in de-
formities in the east as pos¢itive bubbles. Care must be 
taken in applying the debubblizing agent, just prior to in-
vestment to insure lather or soap bubbles are not created 
or allowed to remaim on the wax surface. Should either of 
these factors happen they must be gently brushed or bloWl11. 
free. Otherwise they too would contribute deformities in 
the cast as pock marks. 
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IV. Invest Model 
Investment is a mixture of binding and refractczy in-
gredients formulated to set with a hard smooth contact to 
the wax model. Many recipes are possible in this stage of 
metal casting, some of which are listed in Appendix D. 
The dry ingredients are added to water until a thick creamy 
consistency is achieved. One should not mix in the reverse 
manner for this would only result in an unmanagable lumpy 
mass. On completion of the burn-out state, the hollowed 
investment will have become a negative mold into which mol-
ten metal will be poured. 
(Figure 8) 
The two basic formulas for investment are listed in 
parts by volume. The first coat will consist of one part 
powdered silica (brick dust may be substituted), one part 
plaster, and one part silica sand. The~cxmaponents are 
added to water until a creamy consistency is achieved. The 
mixture should then be brushed on the model insuring that all 
detail is covered well. Subsequent applications may be tro-
welled on. The second formula is comprised of one part luto 
or previously fired, finely meshed investment, one part 
plaster, and one part silica sand added to water. This 
outer coating aids in the refractory property of the total 
mold, but would be too coarse for first coat detail appli-
cation. 
(Figure 9) 
The first coat dry components are illustrated in their 
similarities. For this reason the container sources of pow-
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dered silica, plaster and silica sand must be adequately 
labelled. The student-artist must be alert and conscious 
of his mixing procedure to insure proper preparation. 
Por the most part wax models can simply be covered 
with investment layers and allowed to dry in preparation 
for steam-out and burn-out (See Appemdix A). However, 
more complex forms require special steps in investing. At 
this time I should like to follow two projects in this 
latter categor;r through investment procedures. The first 
example, having a large volume displacement, will be one 
requiring an inner core of investment. The second having 
many negative areas, will require construction of an outer 
flask. 
(Figure 10) 
This form has a bottom area displacing several inches 
in both height and width. The form was made hollow and fil-
led with investment, creating an inner core. Pins were then 
inserted into the core through the wax with enough pin sur-
face protruding to permit the outer investment layer a firm 
grip. After burn-out the core will be suspended within the 
mold only by these comm.on pins. Larger forms would require 
heavier rod to serve as pins. 
(Figure 11) 
The first coat of investment is brushed om carefully 
making positive contact with both the detail of the wax and 
of the protruding pin surfaces. 
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(Figure 12) 
The second coat formula is now applied, permitting hand 
and tool trowelling. This procedure is done while the first 
coat is still moist to prevent any separation of investment 
layers. 
(Figure 13) 
The invested form is complete, ready for steam-out. 
Note the wire mesh. reinforcement used in the second coat 
application. 
(Figure 14) 
The invested form or mold is allowed to dry thoroughly; 
in the case of larger works sush as this several days may be 
required. The dry mold is positioned to where the wax pour-
ing cup is the lowest part of the total. A bunsen burner or 
hot plate is used to heat a tea...Acettle, two thirds full of 
water. A plug in the spout with hose attached facilitates 
transfer· of the resultant steam to the wax opening. Reclam-
ation of much of the wax is thus possible prior to burn-out. 
This step is optional but worth the time and effort in money 
saved for future castings. 
(Figure 15) 
This wax model of a head, with nUD1.erous negative areas, 
would present a problem in attempting simple direct applica-
tion of investment. One could not be certain that all open 
areas would readily receive investment completely. Thus this 
particular project requires investi~g in reverse. The model 
.-, 
is measured an~fcylindrical flask is prepared for it allow-
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ing approximately one inch clearance im all directions when 
completed. Heavy wire mesh is utilized in forming the basis 
of the flask. The second coat recipe is used. 
(Figure 16) 
A large quantity of second coat dry ingredients is pre-
pared in a sizable tub. As creation of the flask will require 
much of this material; time will be saved by this preliminary 
process. The proper procedure in mixing the ingredients is 
shown, sifting the dry compound into the water. As mentioned 
earlier, adding water to the dry ingredients would result in 
an unmanagable lumpy mass. 
(Figure 17) . 
The flask is built with the screen serving as an arma-
ture. The investment is applied when an even heavy sludge 
is achieved. This permits an easy bond to the screen. 
(Figure 18) 
A gas elimination hoie is drilled from the flask floor. 
A wax plug on the top of the wax model will later be fit 
into this hole. 
(Figure 19) 
The final stage of flask construction has been reached 
when the walls are approximately one-inch thick. Smaller·, 
projects might make use of a coffee can or similar item. 
Cutting out both ends and severing the wall would be an 
asset in final discard[· of the mold. 
(Figure 20) 
A volume of ingredients approximately 4/3 interior 
flask size is prepared from the first coat recipe. 
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(Figure 21) 
This step is critical and requires the aid of an assis-
tant. The wax model is inverted and the plug o• the figur~s 
head is fitted to the gas escape hole iR the bottom of the 
flask. While one person holds the model in place, another 
pours thin investment until the flask is filled. The model 
is gently agitated and the flask tapped to aid in the complete 
take of investment. 
(Figure 22) 
The complete invested form or mold is shown. The large 
wax opening- in the center will serve as the pouring cup. 
The smaller openings on either side will be auxiliary vent 
holes for gas escape in the metal pouring stage. 
(Figure 23) 
As outlined in figure 14 the dry mold is positioned to 
permit the optioRal steam-out phase permitting reclamation 
of much of the wax, prior to burn-out. 
Before re-use of this wax it must be slowly heated until 
any water content, absorbed from the steam, is eliminated. 
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v. Burn-out Mold 
Burn-out is the term applied to complete wax elimin-
ation from the mold. This must be done in a kiln capable 
of reaching temperatures of at least 500° F. Project 
sizes are limited to kiln capacity. If one has used proper 
waxes there will be no danger of fire when it becomes super-
heated in this firing stage. Commercial sculpture wax will 
leave no residue within the kiln. 
(Figure 24) 
This homemade kiln has a capacity of approximately 
thirty-six cubic feet and presents no space problem in hand-
ling a number of molds. Most public school kilns are consid-
erably smalle~ averaging under four cubic feet in capacity. 
This must be considered in establishing maximum invested 
project sizes. It is relatively simp1e to construct a large 
kiln but rather impractical in the public school situation 
when its use would be quite limited. 
The molds are stacked upon one another with openings 
faced down. This will insure complete wax elimination. -~Eo:rms 
on the bottom of the kiln are propped on fire brick to allow 
air space to their openings. 
(Figure 25) 
A mold known to have wax remaining after steam-out has 
an angled iron trough placed at its opening continuing through 
the kiln door. A pail beneath will reclaim this wax during 





The door of the kiln is partially sealed. Initial firing 
will be slow and temperature increase gradual, permitting 
vapor elimination from the molds without explosion. After 
several hours of firing.gradually reaching temperatures of 
approximately 300° F1 the free water will have been eliminated 
from the molds. The kiln door may now be sealed tight and 
the heat raised to approximately 500° F. This procedure 
will remove the combined water from the plaster in the mold. 
Several more hours are required for this step. The molds are 
dry when they are of even color and weight; the required 
firing time then being variable with the size of kiln and 
mold. 
With experience the firing process may be speeded up by 
quicker and higher increases in temperature, but this will 
require closer supervision. The kiln temperature may be 
gradually increased safely up to 1500° F without harming the 
molds. Temperatures above this point are likely to result 
in explosion of the plaster and subsequent dam.age to the kiln. 
Time is a variable factor but a six hour burn-out is normal. 
It is of prime importance in any case that all water content 
be removed from the molds, since the following metal pouring 
sequence could otherwise either result in mold explosion or 
a distorted casting. Metal will not adhere to moist mold 
surfaces. 
Best castings are achieved when the molds are still hot. 
It is also safest this way as moisture will not be present 
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in the molds. For this reason planning in correlating 
bur:m.-out and casti:ng times is a factor o.f great importance •. 
The molds should not be chilled suddenly; cracking could 
result. It is best to open the kilR door partially at least 
one hour be.fore casting to allow the molds to adjust to the 
eTer cooling atmosphere. Metal melt should begin at this 
same time depending on the particular metal amd quaJttity of 
melt. 
Should school schedules interfere with burn-out and cast-
ing during the same day, molds may be kept in the sealed 
k:il:a and reheated the f ollowih.g ·morn.ing to a temperature o.f 
at least 500° F •. They may the:m. be removed and prepared for 
easti:m.g. 
Protective clothing is necessary im removing the hot 
molds .from the kilm. They must be handled carefully as they 
could otherwise easily crumble, ruining chances for the final 
steps of this Wlit. 
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VI. Set Mold In Sand Or Earth Base 
(Figure 27) 
A hot mold has been gently set in a protective tamped 
sand and/or earth environment.with the openings facing up-
ward. This example utilizes a common garbage can. The 
earth is impacted tightly around the mold until level with 
the top. Should the mold react to the molten metal it will 
be stabilized by this packed environment. 
(Figure 28) 
The molds are prepared in earth surroundings. The pour-
ing cups are covered to prevent entrance of foreign material. 
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VII •. Pour Molten Metal 
(Figure 29) 
The crucible is placed in the furnace with adequate 
metal for the melt. Previously determimed ratios of wax 
to metal have been implemented (see Spruing and Venting 
the Model). Many types of metal melt furnaces are avail-
able commercially. However one like this can easily be 
constructed by lining the interior of a disgarded oil drum 
with firebrick. A commercial blower is used to achieve 
the necessary high temperatures from the natural gas source. 
(See Appendix E) 
(Figure 30) 
The blower is lined up with the hole in the side of 
the fur111ace. The gas is turned on and igmited at the tip of 
the blower. Then the blower itself is turned on. The fur-
nace cover show:m. was constructed of firebrick bound by am 
iron rod and adjustable screw joint. As further illustrated 
in this example, sulfurous and other toxic fumes require 
adequate ventilation. 
(Figure 31) 
A period of approximately two and one-half hours has 
elapsed before this particular load of sixty pounds of 
bronze is ready to pour. When the metal is judge~ ready, 
tested with a lance pyrometer, the blower and gas supply are 
turned off. The proper commercial flux is then been sprinkled 
into the crucible. The crucible is now being raised from the 
furnace by qualified personnel using tongs and wearing proper 
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safety gear. Smaller loads and metals with lower melting 
points will greatly simplify this procedure. 
(Figure 32) 
The crucible is set on firebrick or asbestos and 
quickly transferred to a two-man shank or crucible carriage. 
The slag is skimmed off into an earth depression. The clean; 
molten metal is now being poured into a mold. 
(Figure 33) 
Cast metal in plaster-silica molds remains liquid for 
a longer period of time than in sand molds. The molds 
should be undisturbed for at least one hour, allowing the 
metal to set completely. However if left for a prolonged 
period of time, separation of investment and metal will be 
more difficult. The metal will also be inflexible when 
removing sprues and vents from the intended cast form. 
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VIII. Remove Investment, Sprues And Vents 
(Figure 34) 
The cast positive forms are now separated from the 
soft powdered investment. Hammers and improvised tools 
are used. The metal is immersed in water when it has cooled 
to the point where the sudden chilling will not create a 
thermal strain. The metal could crack if immersed too 
quickly. When the hand placed above the metal senses little 
heat, it is ready for immersion. The casting is then scrubbed 
and wire brushed. 
(Figure 35) 
Prior to finishing the castings, all salvaged dry in-
vestment is crushed and strained through mesh to be used as 
luto in further projects. 
(Figure 36) 
All sprue and vent networks are now removed with the 
aid of a hack saw, hammer and chisel. 
(Figure 37) 
The freed castings and residual metals are separated 
and cleaned. Residual metal will be stored for future cast-
ing. 
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IX. Grind and Chase Casting Surf ace 
(Figure 38) 
A casting is pictured with a variety of tools used 
ix finishing. After wire~rushing, chasing tools, chisels, 
files, pliers, a.rad an electric grinder will remove imper-
fections from the form. Some complex forms may require 
sandblasting. This can be done by a commercial concern 
for a nominal sum. The resultant surface of the cast in 
this instance may be even and monotonous. This can easily 
be overcome in the patina stage. 
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X. Patina 
When the metal casting has been polished to the point 
where all blemishes are removed, it is ready for surface 
coloring or patining. A variety of chemical agents can 
be used for diff·erent color reactions to the metal. Specific 
formulas as tested by Clarke* are listed in Appendix G. 
It is not unusual for the true color.· to take its full 
effect after a period of one to two hours following chemical 
application. Dry chemical pigments may be applied as well 
as those mixed with water for particular effects. The 
composition of the metal used in the cast will greatly in-
fluence the resultant color. As a general rule, metals with 
a high copper cont~nt will take color more easily~ Metals 
with high zinc content, such as brass, will discourage 
pa tining. 
It is important prior to patining that the metal cast 
be thoroughly cleaned, removing any oils and oxides from the 
surface. This can most often be simply done by rinsing the 
work with soap and water. Stubborn stains may be removed 
with ammonia or commercial pickle· preparations such as 
$parex #2• 
Patining may be accomplished, depending on the· agents 
used, by either heating the cast or formula or direct brush-
ing to the cold work. At times it is most convenient to 
*Dr. Carl Dame Clarke, Metal Casting of SculEture (Butler, Md: 
Standard Arts Press, 1948), 170pp. 
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immerse the cast in the formula. Patina formulas requiring 
heat may be best applied when the metal is hot enough -
when the solution sizzles on application. Butane cylinders, 
gas-air or oxy-acetylene torches may serve as heat sources. 
When dry, the patining is done or ready for further appli-
cations. 
(Figure 39) 
Several castings have been cleaned and imperfections 
removed. They are now prepared for surface coloring or pat-
ining. The head has already been treated with a solution of 
chemicals and water (see Appendix G). Normally only the 
metal surface is affected. Thus to preserve the finish, 
in handling and exposure to the atmosphere, a coating of car 
or furniture wax, varnish, oil or laquer may be desirable. 
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XI. Mount on Base 
We are now ready for the final step in this process -
preparing the cast for display. Some forms will have been 
designed as self supporting and require little further 
attention other than perhaps a felt pad bonded to the under 
side with household glue. This will prevent furniture 
scratching when the works are displayed in the home. Other 
forms will require a base bond to them before they will be 
termed complete. The following five examples will illustrate 
some of the possibilities of this last phase. 
(Figures 40, 41) 
This finished work was conceived as a free standing 
utilit~rian piece. The final phase demanded only that the 
underside be filed flat. A piece of felt was then glued to 
this surface to facilitate its table-top use as a container. 
This work is approximately five inches high, six inches long 
and three inches wide. 
(Figure 42) 
A hole was drilled in the bottom of this cast and 
tapped. A piece of stone was then cut on a diamond saw and 
drilled with a masonary bit. The metal and stone were then 
screwed together. This piece is approximately nine inches 
high, three inches in base length and two inches in base 
width. 
(Figure 43) 
This piece was cast with a small tubular bottom append-
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age.. A piece of stone, cut on a diamond saw, was drilled to 
accept this projection. The bond was secured with expoxy 
glue. This project is six and one half inches high. Width 
is two and one-half inches and length is three inches at the 
base. 
(Figure 44) 
This piece was conceived as being self supporting. A 
metal slab protrudes from the base of the neck providing 
adequate balance. A felt pad was glued to the underside of 
this slab to facilitate its placement om a variety of home 
surfaces without scratching them. The maximum dimensions of 
this project are: height - nine and one half inches; width -
nine inches; length - seven inches. The bronze figure 
weights thirteen pounds, thus being a maximum sized projectt 
for classroom involvement where many projects must be cast. 
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As you have seen, this waste mold, lost wax metal cast-
ing process can be quite technical but it need not be ex-
tremely so. Material requirements as listed in Appendices 
B, D and G are many. Availability of some of this material 
may be difficult or expensive in some locales. Time spent 
on a project of this sort again varies but could well consume 
up to five weeks of normal fifty-minute class periods. Mod-
ular scheduling would considerably reduce this factor. The 
instructor must be competent and the student serious for 
this operation to be conducted in safety and to result in 
success. The following is an approximate time-table of events: 
Proces! Reguired Time 
(Fifty minutes = 1 class day) 
Ideation and model construction - One to Two Weeks 
Investment of model -
Setting and drying of mold -
Steam-out (optional) -







One to Two Days 
One to Two Weeks 
Four to Five Weeks 
Appendix "A" 
The simplified sequence of waste mold metal casting 
will be illustrated with the aid of an eight part color 




The wax model is constructed. 
The wax model is sprued and vented. 
The completed wax assembly is surrounded. 
with investment. 
(1) 
The invested form is heated in a kiln, elimin-
ating the wax, leaving a negative impression. 
#5 The burned-out form or mold is inverted, im-
pacted with a sand and earth environment and 
filled with molted metal. 
#6 After cooling the mold is chipped away, freeing 
the solid metal cast assembly. 
#7 The metal replica of the original wax model is 
separated from the remainder of the cast assembly. 
#8 The finished cast is surface colored and mounted 





Appendix 11 A11 
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= Investment 
= Fine Sand/Earth I mpactrnent 
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Materials Required For This Process 
.Apron or Coveralls 
Sket¢.h Pad and Pencil 
Modeling Wax 
Wax Modeling Tools 
Casting Metal 
Green Soap or Debubblizer 
Small Brushes 
Spat~ma or Scraper 
Investment (See .Appendix D) 
Electric Hot Plate or Gas Supply 
Tea Kettle and Small Rubber Hose 
Water Supply 
Mixing Bowls 
Kiln and Fire Brick 






.Asbestos Gloves and Leg Pads 
Safety Goggles and Face Shields 
Dry Earth and Forms to hold impacted Molds 
Wash Tub or Deep Sink with Large Trap 













Drill Bits (Metal) 
Drill Bits (Masonary) 
Electric Grinder and Burs 
Diamond .Saw 
Screw Driver and Screws 
Tapping Set 
Safety Glasses 
Patining Agents (see Appendix G) 
Butane Cylinders, Gas-Air or Oxy-Acetylene Torch 




Appendix "C 11 (1) 
GLOSSARY 
Anneal - To soften metal by heating evenly and then cooling. 
This process prevents metal from cracking. 
Auxiliary - Additional secondary vents and sprues to facili-
tate the elimination of gases and the pouring of molten 
metal. 
Burn-Out - The process of melting wax from a mold by heating· 
before casting. It is important to always heat the 
mold slowly to prevent its cracking and to insure that 
all wax and moisture have been eliminated]. 
Casting - The process of pouring molten metal into a mold by 
gravity, centrifuge or injection. The product of cast-
ing is the positive form. 
Chasing - The process of indenting lines or evenly texturing 
a metal surface by tapping with sharp and blunt chi-
sel:· - like tools. 
Core Pins - Pins sunk into the wax model after a hollow has 
been filled with investment. Enough pin surface is left 
protruding from the wax to permit an outer investment 
laye.r a firm grip. After burn-out the core will be sus-
pended only by these pins. Following casting the pins 
are sheared off and the forms chased or tapped to dis-
guise their former presence. Patination will further 
disguise these areas. 
Crucible - A pot of some very refractory substance as clay, 
graphite, porcelain or a relatively infusable metal, 
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Appendix "C" (2) 
used in melting metals. 
Debubblize - The process of painting liquid soap on the wax 
model before using investment, helping to eliminate sur-
face tension and air bubbles. 
Fins - Flashing of excise metal on the cast form usually 
caused by cracked mold. 
Flask - A cylinder used in casting to encase the model and 
investment. 
Flux - Liquid or powdered elements which keep metal free of 
oxidation. 
Investment - A mixture of formulated ingredients used to en-
case the model forming a mold. After burn-out and wax 
elimination the mold will contain a negative form. 
Lost Wax - The term applied to the elimination of a wax mo_del 
in a mold by heating. 
Malleable - Material capable of being altered in form (wax 
and metal). 
Melting Point - The exact degree where metal turns into 
liquid form. 
Minerals - Chemical elements or compounds that occur naturally 
as a product of inorganic processes (anything not animal 
or vegetable). 
Mixing Acids - Always pour acid into water when preparing 
patina formulas. The reverse could result in a violent 
chemical reaction. 
Mold - The invested wax model. After burn-out this fired in-




this mold contains the positive form. 
Negative - The hollow area in a mold. after the wax model has 
been eliminated in burn-out. 
Oxidize - Uniting metal and oxygen to form a residual layer 
of metal. This is most often used as intentional decor-
ation as patining. However it could also be an un-
wanted scale that must be filed, buffed or scrubbed from 
the metal surface. 
Patina - Surface coloring of metals by induced mineral action. 
Pickle - A mineral solution prepared for cleaning the metal 
of fo»eign deb~is and oxides. 
Positive - The original wax mod.el and the resultant form in 
the mold after being filled with molten metal. 
Pouring Cup - The funnel shaped base of the main wax sprue. 
After burn-out this large hollow is the main entryway 
for cast molten metal. 
Pyrometer - An instrument which records unusually high temper-
atures beyond the range of ordinary thermometers. 
Sculpture - Shaped materials of three dimentional qualities 
according to the artists wishes. 
Shank - An iron crucible carriage used to aid in pouring 
molten metal. 
Sprue - The passageway constructed in the wax assembly to 






Steam-Out - The process of melting wax from the mold by steam 
action. This permits reclamation of much of the in-
vested form. 
Tempering - The process of hardening metals to varying degrees 
with heat. 
Tongs - Iron clasps to hold the hot crucible or hot metal 
forms (can be made of other high melting point metal). 
Ventg - Provided passages in molds to allow locked gases to 
escape. In simple forms or small forms with porous 
molds venting is often unnecessary. 
wax. - A plastic substance easily molded that cannot be dis-




Powdered silica may be difficult or expensive to ob-
tain in some locales. For this reason I have listed a series 
of variations on investment formulations. Many variations 
from these alone are possible. All recipes are added to 




Brick Dust (finely ground grog 





Plaster (Plaster of Paris or 
Moulding Plaster) 
,Brick Dust 









4. Chrystobalite or Dented Grey Investment 1 
Potters Flint 









Metals And Their Properties 
Metal Melting Point ~OF2 §~cific Gravit~ 
Aluminum 1220° 2.56 
Brass 930° - 2075° Similiar to 
(Varies) 
Copper 
Bronze 572° - 1926° Similiar to Copper 
(Varies) 
Copper 1981° 8.93 
Gold 1945° 19.36 
Lead 621° 11.37 
Pewter 500° 8.oo (Varies) 
Platinum 3224° 21.45 
Silver 1761° 10.56 
Sterling Silver 1640° 10.40 
Tin 450° 7.29 
Zinc 787° 7.14 
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Appendix "'F" 
These are sources of the common casting failures and 
their causes: 
1. Rough surfaces and !!n!!= 
a. Too much water in the investment 
b. Dirt or drops of debubQlizer or water on the wax 
c. Incompletely mixed investment 
d. Wax elimination too rapid. Steam causes investment 
to fracture and explode 
e. Casting metal too hot 
f. Mold .: heated too high 
g. Vibration for bubble removal too strong or too 
prolonged 
h. Incoming metal striking a flat surface 
i. Model too close to edges or top of mol<f · 
2. Pitted castings: 
a. Metal not completely melted 
b. Too much flux 
c. Dirty metal 
d. Sprues too large or too small or incorrectly placed 
for rapid entry of metal into the mold 
e. Broken fragments of investment formed during burn-
out or casting 
f. Heavily oxidized metal due to incorrect melting and 
fluxing. 
3. Bubbles of metal on the casting: 
a. Air in the investment 
b. Air trapped during the painting of the model 
c. Water or debubblizer drops on wax during painting 
4. Oxidized Castings (if not excessive, slight oxidation is 
normal on all alloys): 
a. Incomplete wax elimination 
b. Metal overheated in the casting crucible 
5. Incomplete castings: 
a. Sprues too small 
b. Not enough sprues to extended areas 
c. Too much investment above the top of the model 
d. Mold too cold during casting 
e. Metal not hot enough during casting 
f. Not enough metal 
6. Cracks in the casting: 
a. Quenching while too hot (see cooling schedule, 
page 22) 1 (figure 34) 
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Appendix "G" (1) 
Patina Formulas* 
Metal co nor Agents farts By Weight 
Bronze (Copper 85 - 90%, Tin 5 - ?%, Zinc 3 - 5%, 
opt. lead 5%) 
Yellow Green Ammonium Chloride 7 
Copper Acetate 4 
Water 8 
Light Green Sodium Chloride 5 
Ammonia 4 
Ammonium Chloride 5 
Glacial Acetic'.-Acid 4 
Water 32 
Blue Green Sodium Thiosulf ate 1 
Ferric Nitrate 8 
Water 128 












Sodium hydroxide {lye) 
Water 




Glacial Acetic Acid 


















Potassium Sulfide 1 
Water 128 









*As tested by Clarke 
Clarke, Dr ... Carl Dame, Metal Casting of Sculpture 
The Standard Arts Press, '.Sli~Ierl\'fci: 1948, pp 166-- 169 
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Patina Formulas 
Brass: The formulas listed for bronze are for the most -
part applicable to brass when used in l:onger immersion or 
with increased heat. As brass contains more zinc than bronze 
it is more difficult to patina. The formulas below are best 
suited for brass coloration, applied hot or to hot metalo 
Metal Color Parts B:z, Weight 
Brass (approximately 90% copper, 10% zinc - varies) 
Green Sodium Thiosulf ate 4 
Ferric Nitrate 1 
Water 64 
Antique Green Ammonium Chloride 14 
Ferric Chloride 3 
Sodium Chloride 8 
Verdigi:'b Powder 8 
Potassium Bitartrate 4 
Dark Green Copper Nitrate 1 
Ammonium Chloride 1 
Calcium Chloride 1 
Water 32 
Copper Sulfate 8 
Ammonium Chloride 4 
Sodium Chloride 4 
Zinc Chloride 1 
Glacial Acetic Acid 3 
Water 128 
Blue SodiU.m Thiosulf ate 4 
Lead Acetate 3 
Water 64 
Brown Antimony Sulfide,Golden 1 











Appendix "G" (3) 
~ 
Metal Color z!~ents ~yts Bz...!~i.sai --- -
Brass Black Copper Carbonate 2 
Ammonium Hydroxide 4-
Sodium Carbonate 1 
Water 32 
Lead Black Hydrochloric Acid 4-
water 1 
Silver Gray to Potassium Sulfide l 
Black Water 128 
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16. Completed Oasting 40 - 44 
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